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• No email – we used the postal service 

• No Internet – we used the library 

• No cell phones – we used pay phones 

• No word processors – we used typewriters 

• No GPS – we used paper maps 

• No PowerPoint – we used a slide projector 

Computer technology was not so 

evident in everyday life 40 years ago. 
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Haley’s Top Ten List of Computer Technologies 

Having Impact on Thermal Processing 

  Numerical Modeling (Finite Element)  

  Polynomial approximation of Fh/U vs Log 

  Digital Data Acquisition Systems 

  LOGTEC Retort Control System  

  PLC/Human Machine Interface 

  Electronic Chart Recording 

  CALSoft Suite of Thermal Process Tools  

  Wireless Data Probes 

  Digital Slip Ring 

  Digital Reference Temperature Device 
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What Have We Learned? 

1. Successful innovation requires integration of multiple 

disciplines including computer science, control system 

engineering and thermal processing. 

2. Adoption of novel technology requires a tangible 

business benefit, a reasonable lifecycle cost, regulatory 

compliance and environmental robustness. 

3. Misuse of technology is dangerous.  



Misuse of technology is dangerous 

Computers don’t think, they calculate. We must 

ensure that the next generation of thermal processing 

specialists have the understanding and the 

knowledge to use computer technology effectively. 



Misuse of technology is dangerous 

The real danger is not that 

computers will begin to 

think like men, but that men 

will begin to think like 

computers.  

 

– Sydney Harris  

Journalist 



Misuse of technology is dangerous 

• Automation bias  
 “If the computer says so, then it must be true” 

 

• Nuisance Alarms 
 “That alarm is not important, it happens all the time” 

  

• Automation complacency 
 “The computer will let me know if something is really wrong” 

 

• Absence of Validation 
 “What’s the point? Everything seems to be working fine!” 



If we continue to develop our 

technology without wisdom or 

prudence, our servant may prove 

to be our executioner.  

 

– Omar Bradley 

 General, US Army 

Misuse of technology is dangerous 



What’s the Future? 
• Quantum Computing – smaller, faster 

• Cloud Computing – approaching super computer 

• More Powerful Mobile Computing 

• Internet of Things (IoT) 

• Command Complex Computations by Voice 

• Expanded Data Storage and Retention 

• Software as a Service (SaaS) 

 

Yet, the number of innovative computer technologies 

in thermal processing seems to be decreasing. 

 



3 Challenges 

1. Create and apply new technological 

innovations in thermal processing 

2. Build structures that empower the next 

generation of thermal processing specialists  

3. Establish a recognition for those who deliver on 

these challenges 
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Parting thoughts … 
One machine can do the work of 

fifty ordinary men.  No machine 

can do the work of one 

extraordinary man. 

 

   – Elbert Hubbard  

Author 




